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LINDE PROCESS SERVICE ASSURES
YOU EVERY ADVANTAGE OF
OXWELDING AND CUTTING
I N planning a new metal product
i or improving an old one, Linde
Process Service places at the dis-
posal of Linde users an unparalleled
knowledge of the oxy-acetylene
process of welding and cutting. This service effectively supplements the
work of your own engineers in obtaining maximum design advantages,
production economies, and complete dependability. Typical examples of
Linde Process Service include—
Assistance to a manufacturer in remaking a broken cast iron generator
yoke on an urgently fast schedule. This unit was redesigned for fabrica-
tion from oxy-acetylene shape-cut steel by welding.
Cooperation with another manufacturer in designing for welded pro-
duction a steel forming press. Dependability was achieved at exceptionally
low cost through the use of oxy-acetylene shape-cut steel.
Helping an aircraft builder design a "hot spot" for fuel heating. The
necessary compactness of this device could be obtained only by oxwelding.
Lightness without sacrifice of strength was essential.
Tomorrow's engineers will be expected to know how to apply the oxy-acetylene
process of welding and cutting metals. For their assistance, we have prepared several
interesting technical booklets explaining how this modern metal-working process is
used in the design, construction, and fabrication of metal parts and structures. These
books contain newer and more practical material than most texts and will form a helpful
addition to your personal library. Write to us and we will send them to you without charge.
THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY Atlanta Detroit New York
District Office.
Baltimore El Paso Philadelphia
Birmingham Houston PittsburghUnit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation Boston Indianapolis St. Louis
Buffalo Kansas City Salt Lake City126 Producing Plants 
11E51 627 Warehouse Stock, Chicago Los Angeles San FranciscoCleveland Milwaukee Seattle
Denver Minneapolis TulsaIN CANADA, DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO
LINDE OXYGEN • PREST-O-LITE ACETYLENE • OXWELD APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES • UNION CARBIDE
From the Editor's Note Book
0 UR COVER features one ofthe most modern types of
steam locomotive, capable of de-
veloping a maximum of 4000
Horse Power, and hauling heavy
freight trains at mile a minute
speeds.
rDUCATED? — Very recently,
we as students were graded on
the knowledge acquired and work
accomplished during the past se-
mester, but in all of the courses
combined then are no grades
given on Socrates requirements.
Our classes are only a small part
of our education.
CCALES are made in many sizes
and types. Railroad Track
Scales, by T. A. Yager, '25, of the
Howe Scale Co., gives an outline
of the design and construction of
the modern railroad track scale.
Many very peculiar problems face
the Scale Designer. The Strength
of Materials, need for very rugged
and yet accurate scales, and other
requirements must be met. The
increasing use of the hump type
of yard for car classification im-
poses certain very definite speed
requirements on the scale design-
er.
FLOATING POWER is not aboutland traversing vehicles. Even
better, more interesting, it is about
the World's First Seagoing Power
House. Paul F. Froeb, of the staff,
tells of the conversion of the S. S.
Jacona into a most efficient mobile
power unit.
STREAM ACIDITY is a subjectof particular interest in any
locality where the coal industry
assumes a major importance. The
bad effects of stream acidity are
a matter of common knowledge,
but little is known as to preven-
tive measures. R. D. Leitch, '16,
of the Pittsburgh Experiment Sta-
tion of the U. S. Bureau of Mines
gives the results of a survey
conducted on five Pennsylvania
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FRONTISPIECE—"Whom, then, do I call educated?"
RAILROAD TRACK SCALES
T. A. Yager, '25
FLOATING POWER - - -
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Address all communications to THE ROSE TECHNIC, Terre Haute, Indiana.
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13, 1918.
Published Monthly by the Students and Alumni
of Rose Polytechnic Institute
W HOM, THEN, DO I CALL EDUCATED? First, those who manage wellthe circumstances which they encounter day by day and who possess a
judgment which is accurate in meeting occassions as they arise and rarely
misses the expedient course of action; next, those who are decent and honorable in
their intercourse with all men, bearing easily and good-naturedly what is unpleasant
or offensive in others, and being themselves as agreeable and reasonable to their asso-
ciates as it is humanly possible to be; furthermore, those who hold their pleasures
always under control and are not unduly overcome by their misfortunes, bearing up
under them bravely and in a manner worthy of our common nature; finally, and most
important of all, those who are not spoiled by their successes and who do not desert
their true selves, but hold their ground steadfastly as wise and soberminded men, re-
joicing no more in the good things which have come to them through chance than in
those which through their own nature and intelligence are theirs since birth. Those who
have a character which is in accord, not with one of these things, but with all of them
—these I maintain are educated and whole men, possessed of all the virtues of a man.
Socrates -436-338 B. C.
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THE TECHNICAL JOURNAL OF THE ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE




consists of a series of le-
vers, arranged with fixed
pivots and connected to-
gether so that the unknown weight
of a car may be determined by
moving a poise of known weight
along a uniformly graduated scale
on the weighbeam until it bal-
ances. Ordinarily it consists of
four sections with a three span
steel weighbridge which has semi-
flexible joints over the two middle
sections. The distance between
end sections must be equal to, or
slightly greater than, the length
of weighrails to prevent tipping
action on either end span. A sec-
tion is understood to include two
main levers with their suspension
bearing parts or other arrange-
ment for transmitting live loads
to the main lever load pivot. The
diagram in figure 1 shows the
general arrangement and direc-
tion of load of the various levers
with pivot distances, multiple, and
spacing of sections for a standard
50 ft. scale with 125-ton weigh-
beam and 75 tons sectional ca-
pacity. In this case 10,000 lbs.
applied to the weighrails would be
balanced by 1 lb. on the weighbeam
tip.
By T. A. Yager, '25
WITH the increased loads of
the modern railroad car modern
scales are needed. Mr. Yager,
of the Howe Scale Co., gives
an outline of the design and
operation of these scales.
—The Editor
The assembled scale shown in
figure 2, illustrates how the live
weighrails are supported on the
weighbridge by pedestals known
as rail chairs. Dead rails are pro-
vided over the pit and offset 16"
from the live rails to permit loco-
motives or other traffic to pass
without subjecting the scale parts
to shock or overloading. They are
supported on deck beams running
crosswise between pairs of rail
chairs. These beams also provide
support for the rigid deck cover-
ing the pit. A sheet steel rain-
guard covers the 12 inch opening,
running the entire length of the
scale in cases where rail chairs ex-
tend through the deck.
Scale Lever Design
In designing scale levers the
most important considerations are
pivot mounting, distribution of
metal, range and provision for
sealing by means of an adjustable
nose iron. Rectangular pivots are
mounted in holders 214" by 214"
which are tapered 1/16 inch per
foot lengthwise and beveled 1/16
inch per inch on each side. The
holders are cast in place except
when used in cast steel levers
where they are machined in. The
lever is set up level and laid out
for knife edge centers and range
on the ends of the holders, which
are then driven out and slots
milled for drive fitting rectangular
pivots. The knife edge on the piv-
ot is milled to an angle not exceed-
ing 90 degrees. After replacing
the pivots the lever must be sealed
or brought to its exact multiple.
This is done by applying a known
weight on the load pivot and bal-
ancing off with the proper weight
applied to the tip pivot. An inter-
mediate even-balance reversing
lever is usually required at the tip
for attaching weights. For ex-
ample, in sealing a main lever of
multiple 5:1, if 800 lbs. is applied
to the load pivot it must be bal-
anced by 200 lbs. on the tip. If
it does not balance the middle
pivot may be honed on one side
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Fig. 1. Lever DiaSram
Arrow indicates direction of load
A—Main lever M 4
B—End extension lever M 10
C—Middle extension lever M 10
slightly to get an exact balance.
Pivots must be straight and
parallel their entire length and
hardened to not less than 85 Shore
hardness. All levers except main
levers are provided with adjust-
able nose irons for sealing so it is
only necessary to hone main lever
pivots. This method of mounting
permits pivots to be standardized
and replaced with ease. Holders
often warp when over 20 inches
long, in which case a dry sand core
tapered and beveled is cast in and
the holder is machined in. Holders
are usually open hearth steel while
pivots are high carbon or special
alloy steel. The length of a knife
edge is determined by an allowable
load of 5000 lbs. per linear inch
for high carbon and 6000 lbs. for
special alloy pivots.
Levers are usually of the I sec-
tion, and made of cast iron, except
for main levers in scales of over
100 tons per section where steel
castings are used. As to the dis-
tribution of metal, strength is the
primary consideration. For cast
iron, a stress of 2500 lbs. per sq.
inch is allowable in transverse
bending in tension. Frequently,
a lever will deflect or vibrate side-
wise a noticeable amount under
load causing the multiple to change
slightly, thus giving inaccurate
readings on the beam. The ratio
of length to depth should not ex-
ceed 12 and length to flange width
should not exceed 25 or 30 to in-
sure sufficient stiffness in levers.
An attempt should be made to
SECTION a4
D—Transverse extension lever M 5
E—Shelf lever M 4
F—Weighbeam M 121/2
bring the center of gravity of the
lever as near the horizontal pivot
line as possible to prevent a slug-
gish action, although this is of
greater importance in the beam.
Design Details
In computing stresses it is as-
sumed that two main levers to-
gether carry a total live and dead
load of 100 per cent of the rated
sectional capacity; that portion of
the middle extension lever carry-
ing the load from the end section
only, 100 r( of the sectional ca-
pacity; and the portion of the
middle extension levers carrying
the combined load from the end
and inner section, 160 (,; of the
sectional capacity; the transverse
extension lever, shelf lever and
beam, 300 (/; of the sectional ca-
pacity. The middle lever serves
two purposes: (1) as an even
balance lever to transmit the load
and reverse the pull from the end
section to the center of the scale,
and, (2) as a multiplying lever
for the inner section.
Range is the amount the middle
knife edge is set above a horizontal
line connecting the two end knife
edges. It is usually 1/8 inch per
foot of fulcrum distance. This
compensates for any deflection
that may occur and for unequal
distribution of metal about the
pivot line.
Since the load to be weighed is
in motion and the scale levers rest
on rigid fulcrum stands there must
be some flexible arrangement for
applying the vibrating load to the
levers. This is known as the sus-
pension bearing. It is designed
in various ways consisting of one,
two or four links free to swing
above or below the main lever load
pivot. Another method being used
extensively consists of two balls
resting between two larger con-
cave cups, the upper cups being
free to move sidewise while the
lower cups are part of the main
bearing which is not free to move.
The weighbridge is checked to
about 3/8 inch motion horizontally
either sidewise or endwise. These
checks are usually of the adjust-
able rod type on four section scales
and are assumed to be used in ten-
sion only. Four longitudinal and
eight transverse checks are pro-
vided. The combined area in
square inches of the check rods at
either end or side shall be not less
than the sectional capacity in
pounds divided by 60,000 when
steel rods are used.
Fig. 2. Four section railroad track scale.
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Recording Type Poise
The weighbeam capacity should
not exceed one and two-thirds the
sectional capacity in four section
scales except in special cases. The
main beam itself is usually an iron
casting, finished all over, with
pivots accurately machined in
place. The poise is mounted on
ball bearing rollers and runs on
a track machined on top of the
beam casting. The top is notched
(not over 6 per inch) for the poise
pawl to rest in. A spring insures
the pawl always coming to rest
securely in the notches. Present
day beams are all of the recording
style in which a ticket may be in-
serted in slots in the poise face for
stamping the printed gross or tare
weights. A handle attached un-
derneath operates the plunger for
making impressions. Each notch
has a value of 1000 lbs. while the
fractional slide on the poise is
graduated to 980 lbs. by 20 lb.
intervals. Type figures for the
main beam notches are mounted
on the lower side of the main beam
casting and are spaced the same
distance apart as are the notches.
The fractional type is mounted
underneath the slide itself and so
arranged that the figures slide
along beside the main type. On a
125-ton beam, the main type fig-
ures run from 0-1-2-3 etc. to 250
and the fractional type runs from
000-020-040 etc. to 980, thus any
weight may be recorded from 0 to
250,000 lbs. by 20 lb. intervals. On
beams of 100, 125 and 1671/2 tons
capacity the multiples are 800 at
the butt and 10,000 at the tip pivot.
In sealing the weighbeam it is
placed in a fulcrum stand and bal-
anced with about 50 lbs. on the tip,
and the poise in the zero position.
Each notch must be sealed to its
exact value which is done by re-
moving 1/10th lb. from the tip
weight for each notch the poise is
moved out. Notches may be filed
slightly by hand, if necessary, un-
til the beam balances for all posi-
tions. Another method of sealing
is to balance the beam in the zero
position and add 11/4 lbs. to the
butt pivot for each notch the poise
is moved out. The beam tip plays
in a trig loop made of a non-mag-
netic material, which limits the
vertical travel to 2% of the dis-
tance from the trig loop to the
fulcrum pivot. A pointer is usual-
ly provided to indicate when the
exact balance has been reached.
The weight of the poise or slide is
calculated as follows:
Poise wt. (lbs.) =
Cap. of bm. (lbs.) x long gage (inches)
Length of poise run (in.) x tip multiple
It is essential for the center of
gravity of the entire weighbeam
and poise to lie nearly on the pivot
line for the proper balancing ac-
tion because its action will be
sluggish if too low or will be un-
stable or top heavy if too high and
incapable of being brought to a
balance in the center of the trig
loop. A balance ball is provided
on the butt end with adjustment
both vertically and horizontally.
The vertical adjustment is for the
center of gravity and is only used
when installing the scale. The
horizontal screw is for balancing
the beam each day before starting
weighing operations.
weighrails. The weighbridge,
cross ties and foundation were en-
tirely of timber construction. The
scale deck was also floating with
the weighbridge and live rails in-
stead of a separate rigid deck such
as is used today.
About 1890 the 30-ton scale was
replaced by one of 50-tons capacity
and 42 foot weighrails. Where
longer scales were required more
sections were added for the de-
sired length, and where greater
capacity was required a weigh-
beam of the desired capacity was
added without regard to overload-
ing the levers. Often times a 100-
ton weighbeam would be used
with a 50-ton scale.
Suspension bearings were first
patented and used in 1906 in this
country, although they were used
in Germany before that time. In
1910 certain leading railroads be-
gan a series of tests on their scales
which showed the necessity for
heavier equipment and more re-
fined design. The capacity and
weight of the rolling stock had
Photographs courtesy Howe Scale Co.
Fig. 3. Modern two section railroad track scale.
Development
The earliest railroad track
scales were designed with little re-
gard to stress or factor of safety.
Up to about 1890, a scale of 30-
tons capacity and 34 foot weigh-
rails was considered standard, this
consisting of four sections of 71/2
tons capacity each. The fulcrum
pivot of each main lever was sus-
pended and the load transmitted
to the scale levers through a direct
compression bearing, the levers
moving horizontally with the
been increasing steadily for a
number of years without a corre-
sponding increase in the dimen-
sions of the scales upon which it
was being weighed. No specifica-
tions had been established, either
by the Government or by scale
manufacturers, for fixing the ca-
pacity or length of scales and the
purchaser was obliged to accept
whatever was given him. In 1913,
the Bureau of Standards began an
investigation which disclosed the
fact that scale design was not
(Continued on page 20)
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FLOATING POWER
A Sea-Going Power House
By Paul F. Froeb, e., '32
OR some the term, "Floating Power" may sug-
gest that perhaps I am going to write about a
feature that has been added to the latest model,
motor cars on the con-
trary, it is merely the
name I have chosen to
call this article, telling
about a sea-going pow-
er plant that has re-
cently been developed.
In the latter part
of 1929 one of Uncle
Sam's great warships
was sent under full
steam to a certain city
in the Pacific North-
west on Puget Sound.
Mobile Power
Plant Desirable
There was no battle
to be fought between
human beings, but a battle between man and nature.
There had been a disastrous fire which had de-













w a s furnished
with a supply of
power. This ad-
venture turned






ies throughout the country.
The New England Public Service Company of
Augusta, Maine, was the first to really accom-
General view of the
Cuts courtesy Vacuum Oil Co.
floating power plant.
plish something in regards to floating power plants.
It has
plant.
built the world's first sea-going power
Turbine room, showing one of the 10,000 KW turbines.
Cargo Steamer
Converted
The home of the
new power plant is
the "Jacona", a single-
screw, two-deck cargo
steamer of 5,128 gross
tons. The vessel was
turned over to a ma-
rine construction firm
for the work of con-
verting it into a suit-
able home for the large
turbine generators. In
order to accomodate
the installation of all
the necessary equip-
ment, the main en-
gines, boilers and auxiliaries formerly used for pow-
er populsion were removed. The stack, foremast and
four forward deck winches were also ripped out. The
shaft alley, line-
shaft, tailshaft







t o m stiffeners
were fitted to re-
ceive the found-
ations of the








chinery c o m -
partments.
In fact, practically all of the original space oc-
cupied by the machinery (Continued on page 21)
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• Active mines, 1930
()inactive mines, 1930
---Dry or not examined. 1930
6+ 
Sampling points. 1926. 1930
Fig. 1. Little Toby Creek
0
By R. D. Leitch, '16
THE RESULTS of acidity in
streams which contain mine
drainage has been lamented.
Very little has been known
as to preventive measures, and
with this in view, the U. S.
Bureau of Mines is working
on the problem. This paper,
by R. D. Leitch, '16 of the
Pittsburgh Experiment Station,
is a survey of the stream con-
ditions during the low water
period of 1930.—The Editor
T
HE work of the United States of the Pennsylvania State Water flow from two of them into the
Bureau of Mines on stream Supply Commission, 1917. third, a shaft mine at a lower level.
polution by coal-mine drain- When this fills up to the point
age has included a study of Buffalo Creek where water will back into the two
seasonal variations in acidity and mines pumpage will be resumed.Buffalo Creek is tributary to the
v The result is, of course, a greatlyolume of several streams in Pen- Casselman river and has its source
nnsylvania. The acidity of these diminished flow of acid water intosmall 
streams has been determined dur- 
in the junction of three the stream at present. The vol-
streams in Brothers Valley Town- of water from these threeing the two or three years prior 
 
ship near Macdonaldton, Somerset
to 1930 and the results may be con- County. The mouth of the stream 
mines was given (1925) as 2,300
sidered to represent "normal" low gallons per minute, which is theis at Garrett, 11 miles from the
water conditions. The summer latest information available. Ifsource and the drainage basin is
of 1930, however, was unusually thi samount be assumed as the31.0 square miles, chiefly rolling
dry and represents what may be y, 
same for 1930 and was still enter-
agricultural and mining countr
termed "extreme" low water con- ing the stream, the volume forThe chanper cent deforested. -
ditions on these streams. This re- 
80  1930 would be about 25 per cent
h shale and throug
port is a comparison of the results 
nel is sinuous, higher than low water shown for
The meansandstone formations. obtained for extreme low water 1926 (Table 1, location 16) . Two
annual rainfall is 45 to 55 inches.of 1930 and for other years. of the three streams at the head-
The streams investigated were Table 1 shows sampling points waters were completely dry in
Buffalo Creek in Somerset County, in 1926 and 1930, and Table 1 1930, and in other years these are
Indian Creek (lower 5 miles) in gives the acidity and volume at estimated to have a total flow of
Westmoreland County, Little Toby various points. It is to be noted 160 to 200 gallons per minute in
Creek in Elk and Jefferson Coun- that the main stream was acid at the dry season. The greatly de-
ties, Daguscahonda Run in Elk sample 1 in 1926 and alkaline at creased volume noted in 1930 is,
County and West Creek in Elk the same point in 1930 and that however, mainly due to a great de-
and Cameron Counties. These will markedly lower acidities follow to crease in mine-drainage volume
be treated separately in the order almost the end of the stream. from a single source near the head-
given. Most of the descriptive This is due to the fact that pump- waters. The total acidity of the
matter and physical data pertinent age from three mines near the drainage from the three mines
to the streams and drainage basins headquarters has been stopped mentioned was 827 parts per mil-
are taken from published reports and the water is being allowed to lion in 1925.
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Indian Creek
Indian Creek flows in a south-
westerly direction from the dam of
the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. to
its mouth at Indian Creek on the
Youghiogheny River for a dis-
tance of approximately 5 miles.
The district has a mean annual
rainfall of 45 to 50 inches. A tribu-
tary, Charles Run, which enters a
few hundred yards below the dam,
contains mine drainage from sev-
eral active mines in the valley
above the reservoir and one below
it. For the first mile or more be-
low the dam the stream bed is
filled with boulders of all sizes and
below that it changes to irregular
solid rock with crevices and step-
like depressions. These result in
conditions so difficult that ordin-
ary stream volume measurements
are not applicable. Attempts have
been made to determine the vol-
ume at a few points, but these are
thought to be inaccurate.
A visit was made in August,
1928, and samples were taken at
the location shown in Table 2 gives
Table 2.—Water samples from Indian Creek, Westmoreland County, Pa.







minute1. Below P. R. R. dam 1928 552 224 80-90do. 19302. First crossing of pipe line 1928 448 172 384do. 1930 708 2383. Second crossing of pipe line 1928 250 69 384do. 1930 389 2224. Third crossing of pipe line 1928
do. 1930 414 2225. Fourth crossing of pipe line 1928 3 5 alk. 384do. 1930 465 2226. Fifth crossing of pipe line 1928
Fifth crossing of pipe line, two .
tributaries enter 1930 493 2157. Sixth crossing of pipe line 1928 3 5 alk.Sixth crossing of pipe line,
tributaries enter 1930 199 1018. Seventh crossing of pipe line 1928 3 5 alk.do. 1930 76 66
No volume measurements could be made beyond sample 5 on account of the un-even stream bed.
the results of analysis of these
samples. To compare with these
data, a brief survey was again
made in August, 1930, during the
known extreme low water per-
iod of that year. Because only
a short part of the stream is of
interest as being polluted by mine
drainage, only that section will be
described. The stream is alka-








minute1. I Above shaft mine 1926 21 21do. 1930 alk. 114 alk. 202. Left branch at shaft mine 1926 5 7do. 1930 13 3 153. Left branch below shaft mine 1926 3 18 alk.do. 1930 8 alk. 47 alk. 404. Below mine drainage ditch 1926 675 114do. 1930 alk. 8 alk.4a.I Mine drainage 1926 156 135do. 1930 wTo water flowing Dry5. Mine drainage 1926 166 63 110do. 1930 96 43 1006. 1 mile above drainage from 5 1926 728 92do. 1930 96 437. One mile above bridge 1926 568 99do. 1930 1178. One mile below bridge 1926 490 142do. 1930 245 1199. Above junction with Tubbs Run 1926 419 107do. 1930 263 109 10010. Tubbs Run 1926 14 32 alk. _do. 1930 30 alk. 47 alk. 10011. One mile below S bend 1926 355 121
do. 1930 144 51 20012. Tributary at Shober Station 1926 20 8
do. 1930 49 alk. 76 alk. 20013. Below Shober Station 1926 241 106
do. 1930 18 17 alk.
14. One mile below 13 1926 232 106
do. 1930 23 3 alk. 37515. One mile below 14 1926 366 173
do. 1930 430 208 40016. Bridge at Garrett 1925 318 116 9000
do. 1926 210 46 2250
do. 1930 142 68 450
Note: "alk."= alkalinity.
Acidity expressed as parts per million.
line above the Pennsylvania Rail-
road dam.
From observation in 1930 the
stream was undoubtedly lower
than in 1928. The volume of main
drainage was somewhat more than
160 gallons per minute in 1930, to
compare with 180 gallons per min-
ute in 1928 and the acidity was
practically the same in both years
for this mine drainage. Inspec-
tion of the data in Table 2 shows
markedly higher acidities in 1930
in the main stream, with a notice-
able volume decrease. Likewise,
it is to be noted that from location
5 in 1928 the stream was slightly
alkaline to methyl red (free acid)
and only very slightly acid due to
dissolved iron salts (total acid) .
In 1930, however, the stream was
much higher in total acid and had
changed from a methyl red alka-
linity to a decidedly acid. Samples
4 to 8 inclusive, Table 2, show
these differences.
So far as could be determined,
volumes in 1930 were not greatly
decreased over low water in 1928,
but acidities were much higher.
In 1928 the neutral point of the
stream was acid to the mouth, 4.5
miles below the dam. The main
mine drainage acidity in 1928 wa7;
1,370 and 258, and in 1930 it was
1,090 and 354 parts per million
total and free acidity, respectively.
Little Toby Creek
Little Toby Creek is tributary
to Clarion River and has its source
in Fox Township, southern Elk
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County. The mouth of the stream
is at Carman, 5 miles southwest of
Ridgeway, approximately 26 miles
from the source and the drainage
basin is 124.6 miles embracing'
parts of Clearfield, Elk, and Jeffer-
son Counties. Topography is rough
and hilly with narrow valleys
flanked by steep hills, partly wood-
ed. The channel is sinuous through
shale and sandstone formations
containing coal deposits. Mean an-
nual rainfall is 35 to 45 inches.
Figure 1 shows sampling- points
in 1926 and 1930. The table also
I ives the acidity and volume at the
various points. The headwaters of
Little Toby Creek are only half or
less than half the same values for
aciSity in 1930 as in 1926 (sample3
1 th 6, inclusive) , although there
was certainly a considerable de-
crease in volume of unpollute I
water flowing. The main brancli
above sample 1, which contained
no mine drainage, was entirely dry
in 1930. This condition has not
previously been observed. Begin-
ning at sample 7, however, and
continuing for the remainder of
the stream flow, the acidity of
drainage from one mine just above
sample 7. The volume from that
source was about the same as in
previous years, but acidity had in-
creased from 1,790 parts per 
lion to 3,640 and from 1,193 to 1,-
560 parts total and free, respectiv-
ely. This was observed (samples
4 and 7, 1930) to have made an in-
crease in total acidity in the main
stream of more than 200 parts per
million.
No series of volume measure-
ments had been taken in this
stream in previous years, but for
the greater part of its length it is
estimated to have been only about
one-fourth or one-fifth of the nor-
mal flow in 1930. The volume at
the mouth in 1926 was determined
to be about 78,500 gallons per 
ute and in 1930 was only 10,000
gallons per minute. The stream
volume was only about one-eighth
the low water value of other years
here, yet the total acidity increase
was only two-thirds the former
value. Therefore, although the
stream was unusually low, the ac-
idity had not increased proportion-
ately in 1930.
Daguscahonda Run
Daguscahonda Run is a small
stream about 5 miles in length. It
has its source in Fox Township,
Elk County, Pa., and flows in a
general northerly direction to Elk
Creek, a tributary to the Clarion
River. The valley is flanked by
steep, •L  hills in the lower
course, giving way to a flat and
fairly wide flood plain in the upper
part. The channel is sinuous
through shale and sandstone con-
taining coal measures with rocky
bottom below the extreme head-
waters. The mean annual rainfall
is 35 to 45 inches. Pollution is
from several abandoned mines
near the source of the stream.
This stream was investigated in
1927 to determine the effect of
mine drainage on dissolved oxygen
and whether acidity was decreased
by dilution only or chemical reac-
tion as well. Table 4 shows the
(Continued on page 18)










1. Below gob pile. Kyler mine 1926 1406 231
do. 1930 708 218 60
2. Middle branch above junction 9126 943 174
do . 1930 590 239 990
3. Left Branch 1926 1134 110
do. 1930 399 179 300
4. 12 and 13 below junction 1926 1264 174
do. 1930 508 227 1250
5. Highly acid mine drainage
i enters below 1926 1531 221
do. 1930 607 258
6. 1 Bridge at Kylers Corners 1926 1531 221
i do. 1930 715 283
6a.1 Mine drainage 14 mile below 1926 1790 345 •
do. 1930 3640 2720 30
6b. Another stream 1926
do. 1930 1910 821 3
7. 1.1 mile below 1926 438 117
do. 1930 690 348
8. Two small streams, highly acid
drainage enters 1.0 mile be-
low near mine. 1926 466 107
do. 1930 751 394
9. Right branch above Elbon 1926 84 16
do. 1930 364 187
10.•Main stream, same point 1926 409 139
do. 1930 638 308
11. 9 and 10 0.5 mile below junction 1926 320 132
do. 1930 588 303
miles below 1926 419 132
SS . 19 510 278
13. 0
30
1. below. Bridge at Brockport 1926 307 118
SS . 1930 424 225
mile below 1926 337 113
IS 1930 384 192
15. 1.0 mile below at Crenshaw 1926 3730
do. 1930 333 167 2340
16. Rattlesnake Run 1926 22 6 alk.
do. 1930 10 22 alk.
17. Below Rattlesnake 1926 109 25 5200
do. 1930 248 129
18. Above bridge at Brockway 1926 110 25
I do. 1930 227 112
19. 1 1.0 mile below 1926 116 16
1 dO. 1930 205 106
20. I 1.5 miles below 19 1926 91 22
21. Two small pure streams enter 1.5







do. I1TI 154 86
22. 1.0 22. i 1.0 mile below 21 J. 85 14
do. 1930 147 76
23. Stream pure water enters 40-50
gal. 1.5 miles below 22 1926 74 21
do. 1930 155 83
24. ! 1.5 miles below 23 1926 71 16
do. 1930 152 73
25. 1 1.5 miles below Garovi 1926 63 14
I do. 1930 149 73
26. I Just above mouth 1926 60 11 8,500
I do. 1930 101 56 10,000
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The New Semester
NOW that the second semes-ter is under way, every-one's outlook changes con-
siderably. D u ring the
first half of the year all events are
dated from the opening of school.
We still speak of the things we did
last summer and do not realize
how time is passing. Now that
the school year has passed the
halfway mark, we begin to look
ahead towards the end of school,
and the coming summer.
For the seniors in particular
this mile post is important. They
are on the home stretch, but re-
actions of happiness and sorrow
are pretty well intermingled.
These men look forward to the
time when they will graduate and
start putting their knowledge into
practice, but as the time for de-
parture approaches regrets and
doubts appear. No one would
wish to stay in college all his life
but it would be nice to come back
for a year or so anyway. Friends
of four year standing will be lost
in the shuffle, new work will be
encountered, and all will not be
roses. Their lives as college men
are rapidly slipping away and as
the age-old quotation says, "Bless-
ings brighten as they take their
flight".
The underclassmen, too, have
changed viewpoints. Freshmen
cannot realize how much they have
changed during their entrance in-
to college life, but they do look on
things a bit differently. Sopho-
mores, halfway through calculus,
feel that they are almost ready to
graduate. The juniors look for-
ward with a little the same feeling
as the seniors, and also to the
added specialization and advanced
work in their particular phase of
engineering.
In all ways, the new semester
certainly marks a definite period
in everyone's life.
Travel for Engineers
The scarcity of employment for
the past year or two has led to a
great loss of valuable time by stu-
dents, both during the summer
and in shorter vacations. If work
is not available, and all too often
it has not been, plain loafing is
very common. The vast oppor-
tunities for self-education are lost
completely. One of the most over-
looked is travel, either extensive
or more limited. Of course, long
trips are often out of the question
for financial reasons, but in some
cases could be arranged. In all
cases short inspection trips and
pleasure trips can be successfully
carried through, often without go-
ing out of town.
No engineer can see too much
of the industrial side of engineer-
ing. One of the most serious ob-
jections to modern technical edu-
cation is the lack of correlation
between theoretical and practical
knowledge, and which laboratory
courses only partially correct.
Therefore, industrial trips are of
exceedingly great importance. In
times of inactivity like the present
the view of industry is somewhat
false, but the same reason makes
it much easier to obtain admission
to plants and factories and to re-
ceive attention. Most companies
are glad to furnish a guide for a
party of students or even indi-
viduals. The writer, with a friend,
visited several large companies
last summer and received personal
guides in every case where regular
daily inspection trips were not
held. Letters of identification or
introduction were not necessary;
the mere mention of being engi-
neering students was sufficient.
The idea of student travel is
more general in Europe, particu-
larly in Germany, than in this
country. A large organization
has been developed which provides
food and lodging at very nominal
cost for all students, making pos-
sible extended tours of industrial
regions at less expense than living
at home. Although rather ideal-
istic, it might be suggested that
anyone who could possibly manage
to get to Europe during the sum-
mer would receive a supplemen-
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tary education which would be as
valuable as his formal training,
and except for the trip over and
back at a very moderate cost.
The Rose Show
The date of the Rose Show is
approaching. When plans were
first started it seemed an indefinite
time in the future, but the interval
is rapidly diminishing, and will
seem to decrease faster as the date
approaches. No time can be lost
or wasted.
A great many ideas have been
turned in, but of course not all will
be found practicable or desirable.
For this reason new suggestions
will be valuable right up to show
time. New developments might
occur which would form admira-
ble exhibits. No one should think
that because a list of projects has
been made and is being worked
out new suggestions are not still
in order. Keep on with original
ideas as well as thinking about and
working on present plans. Above
all things do something. Do not
remain dormant; if your own job
is not ready to be started ask
others how you may help them.
There is plenty to keep everyone
busy, and everything will not be
finished unless everyone keeps
busy.
The Show promises to be bigger
and better than ever and we must
all help to make good this promise.
One thing about such huge and
successful affairs as previous
shows have been, is that it places
the succeeding ones under such an
obligation to equal and better
them. If our show continues to
improve, as we all hope it will, in
a few years we will require the
Chicago Stadium or Soldiers'
Field to house the exhibits.
Radio's Position
The growth of the radio indus-
try is of course one of the most
phenomenal events in modern his-
tory. A careful examination of
the basis of its hold on the modern
world makes it more rather than
less amazing.
Music, without a doubt is the
mainstay of the radio's appeal.







these are important, but are really
only secondary to the appeal of
music, popular in some cases clas-
sical in others. The success of the
dozens of orchestras and other
musical groups, together with
their continual growth in numbers
make this evident. Now the ques-
tion is where all this universal
support and musical appreciation
originated. It would seem that a
great musical education move-
ment had taken place, but investi-
gation shows that very little ac-
tually occurred.
In fact, a recent survey shows
that a vast proportion, perhaps a
majority, of radio listeners use
the radio as a method of passing
time and a diversion and not really
out of any enjoyment or apprecia-
tion of the music. The radio is
quite analagous to the crossword
puzzle or mah jong in that it was
developed at the time when every-
one was looking about for some-
thing new.
This means that the whole in-
dustry is founded on a somewhat
artificial foundation. A new idea
of transmitting music over tele-
phone lines during the time they
are not being used for conversa-
tion, and the new fifteen minute
phonograph records carry threats
to the supremacy of radio in the
field of music, and every new fad
and novelty may steal its popular-
ity as a mere diversion. Radio
leaders must educate people to the
point where they enjoy the music
for its own sake, as well as develop
their products so as to surpass
these newer forms of music re-
producers in tone quality and con-
venience of operation, and at least
equal them in programs offered if
they hope to hold their present
supremacy.
An Object Lesson
The last two or three years, in
addition to producing one of the
greatest industrial and business
depressions in history, have
brought forth a tremendous num-
ber of new inventions and discov-
eries. Both in America and Eur-
ope progress has been amazing
and the peak does not seem to
have been reached yet. Business
is still bad and will not be normal
for some time, but the scientific
world is prepared for its recovery
and is in condition to push civili-
zation to an even higher position
than in the past.
Though it cannot actually be
proved that this progress has had
any direct relation to the depres-
sion, there is one factor that seems
to connect them. This is the extra
time for individual work as well
as leisure, that has been brought
on by unemployment and reduced
working hours. Men have had
more time for themselves, which,
although causing many deplorable
conditions, has given time for a
great deal of thought. As long as
a man has work occupying his
time all day, especially tiring, mo-
notonous work, he will not pro-
duce much on his own initiative.
The moral in all this is that we
should stress the desirability of
leisure under ordinary business
conditions. The valuable returns
need not cease as soon as normal
working hours return. Reform in
labor conditions will have a new
and powerful argument in addi-
tion to the usual humanitarian
grounds. Perhaps the depression
should be construed as a valuable,
albeit tragic, object lesson in the
advantages of leisure and free
time.
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ALIJ M !ski!
'91 Robert L. 
McCormick
was appointed as a
member of the Indiana
State Board of Registration for
Professional Engineers for a term
of three years expiring January
1, 1935. Mr. McCormick was
chairman of the first board August
1921, to January 1923.
'05 Fred B. Lewis, who hasbeen Vice President and
Assistant General Man-
ager of the Southern California
Edison Co. has been made General
Manager as well as Vice President.
Clifford B. Speaker is Civil En-




John R. Curry, Presi
dent of the Curry Con-
struction Company, In-
dianapolis, was a visitor at the
school on February 6.
'07
J. Herbert Nichols is
Supervisor of Appren-
tices at the U. S. Navy
Yard, Pearl Harbor, Honolulu, T.
H.
'09 
Richard L. Smith is
Assistant Military At-
tach' at the U. S. Em-
bassy in Paris.
'11
Henry W. Der is with
the E. C. Atkins Co. Inc.
at Indianapolis, Ind.
'12 
C. Owen Dodson with
Wanner Malleable Cast-
ings Co. has been trans-
ferred to Decatur, Illinois.
Mr. A. C. Rasmussen, of the Ins-
ley Manufacturing Co., Indianapo-
lis, stopped at the school on Febru-
ary 6 for a visit. He was accom-
panied by John R. Curry '06.
Frank M. O'Laughlin,
with the Northern Paci-
fic Railroad Co., has
been transferred to Tacoma,
Washington.
Moore is President and General
Manager of Banner Farms Dairy,
Inc., of Indianapolis, Indiana.
ex. 
1,1 A Ronald "Cootsie"
At Lammers has been
seen around school
several times lately. He has re-
cently been elected President of
the City Council of Terre Haute.
Edward A. Scheffel is
Construction Superin-
tendent for the Cincin-
nati Union Terminal Co. at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
Robert G. Laatz, m. '32
'13
'14
'16 Robert A. Weinhardt isGeneral Manager and
Treasurer of the Patter-
son Refractories Co., East Liver-
pool, Ohio.
M. Harold Smith is with
the Pyroxylin Products
Co., Chicago, Ill.
Lester S. Stinson is Me-
chanical Engineer with
the Krehbeid Co., Con-
sulting Engineers, Chicago, Ill.
'17
'19
'21 C. Richard 
Voges is Ac-
ting Head of the Science
Department, Dallas
Technical High School, Dallas,
Texas.
'24 
Robert A. Reddies is As-
sistant to the Mainten-
ance Superintendent of
Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa.
'27 William A. Harris isApplications Engineer
with R. C. A. Radiotron
Co. at Belleville, New Jersey.
'31 
Jose de Carvalho who
has been with the Chi-
cago Pneumatic Tool Co.
since graduation, has sailed for
his home in Rio de Janeiro. He
plans to live in Brazil.
Allen G. Stimson has been
transferred to Schenectady, N. Y.,
where he is working for the Gen-
eral Electric Co. His address
there will be 714 Union Street,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Albert C. Ogan has left Terre
Haute to work for Campbell, Wy-
ant & Cannon at Muskegon, Michi-
gan.
Charles E. White has returned
to Rose to do post-graduate work
in Electrical Engineering.
Dues and the Technic
At the June meeting of the Al-
umni Association last year, the
idea of having every member of
the Alumni Association subscribe
to the Rose Technic was brought
up for discussion. No action was
taken at that time, and the idea
was laid aside for the time being.
Prof. Carl Wischmeyer, Alumni
Association Secretary, is in favor
of such a move, and the staff of
the Technic will do everything pos-
sible to push such a project to
completion. The present idea is
to have a combined fee which will
constitute alumni dues and Tech-
nic subscription.
Indianapolis Tech Club
Out for Rose Show
As has been the custom for the
past shows, the Indianapolis Rose
Tech Club will bring a group of
prospective students over to the
Show this spring. Many of the
students who have visited Rose on
these trips have later come to Rose
for their college courses.
The proximity of the Louisville,
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Chicago, St. Louis, and Cincinnati
Clubs should provide added in-
ducement for these Clubs to fol-
low suit. Every student usually
has several boys here, at Show
time, from the home town, and
this activity on the part of the Al-
umni would be a chance for many
of the grads themselves to get
back for a visit.
New York
Rose Tech Club
The Rose Tech Club of New
York, met last month at the Ad-
vertising Club in New York, where
Donald B. Prentice was the speak-
er. E. J. Hegarty was re-elected
President and is acting secretary.
The alumni present at the dinner
were:
Charles M. Sames '86
Samuel D. Collett '90
William M. Boehm '91
Francis W. Hurlbert '91
William S. Menden '91
Arthur Rice '93
Harrison W. Craver '95
Maurice G. Rypinski '97
A. Eugene Michel '03
Herbert L. Watson '05
Charles R. Peddle '05
George A. Kelsall '06
John W. Cannon '06
Earle S. Butler '06
Wallace P. Andrick '07
Walter W. Willison '08
Oliver E. Reagan '12
James M. Beauchamp '13
Edward J. Hegarty '15
Maurice V. Hegarty '15
Harry S. Fitzsimmons '22
Donald L. Mewhinney '23
Charles G. Haupt '24
Orville M. Dunning '25
Baird F. West '27
John A. Derry '29
Royer R. Blair '30
John W. Chinn '30
Stimson, '31 Now on
Advanced Course
In a recent letter to the school
A. G. Stimson, tells of some of his
most recent experiences in the
Schenectady plant of the General
Electric Co.
"This Advanced Course is an in-
novation. If I had not taken elec-
tive courses in differential equa-
tions and theoretical electricity I
would be sunk. I am anyway. We
go to class from eight until twelve
every Monday morning on com-
pany time. The class consists of
technical lectures, public speaking,
accounting, and business. A prob-
lem is assigned each week which
is supposed to require fifteen hours
to solve, but it usually takes about
twenty-five hours. I received 95%
on my first paper. On the entrance
exam I made 49% which was about
sixth from the highest out of a
group of seventy-five men. Twen-
ty-eight of us were selected for
this course."
At the annual convention of En-
gineering College Magazines As-
sociated, last fall, Stimson was
elected Eastern Vice Chairman.
During his college years he served
as Editor and later as General
Manager of the Technic.
Philadelphia Rose Men
Organize Club
At a dinner held at the Bellevue
Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia,
eight Rose Alumni organized a
new Rose Tech Club. Ralph Davy,
'27, was elected Secretary of the
new organization. The members
voted to have a second meeting
before summer. Donald B. Pren-
tice was present at the organiza-
tion meeting.
To Represent Rose
Mr. J. Reuben Sage, M. S. in
Ch. E. '15, will represent Rose
Polytechnic Institute at the in-
auguration of Dr. John Sholte Nol-
len as President of Grinnell Col-
lege, Grinnell, Iowa, on February
11.
Mr. Sage received the degree
B. A. in 1912 from Ohio State Uni-
versity, and then his Master's de-
gree from Rose in 1915. From the
time of his graduation from Ohio
State until 1915, Mr. Sage was a
member of the Faculty of Rose.
At the present time he is the Reg-
istrar of Iowa State College at
Ames, Iowa. Always a staunch
friend of the school, he promises
to pay us a visit in the near future.
We think
This is an Excuse
February 16,
Dear teecher,
Pleze excus mi son Johnnie for
today as he is keeping time for
his dad.
Yesterday you give mi son this
problem—If a field is 3 miles wide
and 4 miles long how long will it
take a man walking 31/2 miles an
hour to go 28 times around it.
Little Johnnie and his dad left
this morning at 3 oklock for the
This is problematical.
field. He hopes to solve the prob-
lem some time in the nite to-nite
if his wind holds out.
Here after i want you to make
problems that i can solve as mi ole
man cant lay off from work theze
daze to work to work any more of
yore foolish problems—
Liza Jane Jackson
P. S. Johnnie will be back at skule
tomorry if he is able.
Prof. Wischmeyer : Sousley, you
are no good as a secretary for the
Athletic Board. When I read the
minutes all that I found was:
Meeting adjourned 4:30 P. M.
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W
ITH the approaching
spring, the grand old
men and the brand new
men of ice skating and
hockey are facing dire calamity
with bitter lamentations on their
lips. Bright, eager young eyes,
and faded, tired senile eyes which
once looked hopefully toward each
dawn for the coming of the winter
now look down in despair. For
the Weather Man has played the
role of Mr. Hyde to them—he
seems to laugh malevolently as
each new day turns the glowing
embers of hope into the gray ashes
of despair.
But we must be philosophic,
men! Although we have no more
fingers than we need, still we have
as many as we can use, so what
have you! The same vicious cir-
cle, or eternal triangle, or some-
thing!
We must Laugh, Clown, Laugh,
as it were. While we cannot skate,
we can derive infinite pleasure
from the possession of a fertile
imagination. Think with joy how
it hurt that time you were making
a figure eight and through some
unfortunate mischance, lost your
balance. Think with calm, smil-
ing superiority of how foolish you
felt when you fell through the ice,
and how everyone laughed.
Perhaps we are indeed lucky
there is no ice this year! Perhaps
the gods are conspiring in our
favor. Who knows!
Pneumoniate In Facultate
Mr. Hunter, of the Physics De-
partment, let the bad weather get
the better of him for a few days
Campus
Activities
Tom H. Batman, ch., '33
last month. It is sincerely to be
hoped that this does not happen
again. If our friend should be-
come sick, thereby losing a great
deal of weight, we should scarcely
be able to recognize that familiar
chubby figure. The vision of his
jovial countenance and round,
plump body is becoming a feature
of the general mental impression
which each of us has of the school.
If this vision of Mr. Hunter should
perchance fail to materialize,
there would be in our minds a feel-
ing of definite loss.
President Picks
Precarious Perch
Ye Editor, feeling that human
interest stories are imperative to
the maintenance of his wide circle
of readers, and realizing that the
paucity of tales of this type is truly
amazing, stoops to what otherwise
he would consider the acme of
"traitorousness". To obtain this
story he is stepping in brazenly
where angels fear to tread; he is
violating the sacred precincts of
friendship. He is flaunting the
unfortunate accident of his room-
mate before the public gaze merely
for the entertainment of his fickle
readers. Is this not despicable?
However, it is a maxim that edi-
tors have no ideas whatsoever of
common decency. It is under the
concealing blanket of this maxim
that the editor hides his shivering,
guilty conscience.
This innocent martyr to the
cause of more interesting Campus
Notes is the President of the
Dormitory Association. Just be-
cause he happened to go for a stroll
with the Sergeant-at-Arms of the
Association one pleasant Sunday
afternoon, and just because play-
fully he attempted to cross Lost
Creek by way of a fallen tree—he
certainly could not help himself if
the tree was slippery! No! But
time and tide wait for no man, and
even the meek, uncomplaining lit-
tle Lost Creek possesses the ca-
pacity at times to change without
warning into an inexorable tyrant.
Nonchalance has often proved
extremely successful in extricat-
ing men from embarrassing situa-
tions. But how can one be non-
chalant while standing on the
bank of a stream, fully clothed,
dripping wet, endeavoring to
smoke a dank, stringy cigarette!
Debate Team
With the advent of Mr. Blox-
some, head of the English depart-
ment at Rose, interest in debating
has gradually risen until the pres-
ent time, when the student turn-
out for the debate team exceeds
all previous years. In selecting
the team this year, two tryouts
were held, at which the judges as-
sisting Mr. Bloxsome were Messrs.
Gantz, Hoel, and Moench. The fol-
lowing teams were selected for the
next debates to be held:




Toner (alternate) Shattuck (alternate)
The program outlined for this
year is one which will afford ex-
cellent opportunities for the stu-
dents to develop their oratorical
(Continued on page 17)







ta of Alpha Chi
Sigma, was held
in the chemistry
laborato r y on
Dece mber 14,
with about fifty in attendance, in-
cluding Doctor White, Professor
Child, and Mr. Mann. Cards and
radio music, the latter furnished
by Brother Swoboda, were enjoy-
ed thr the early part of the even-
in•g. Mr. Wheeler, of the Comwer-ciaII Il Solvents Corporation, pre-
sented a very comprehensive and
interesting talk on the history of
I is company and its predecessors.
Doctor White and Professor Child
spoke briefly, welcoming the new
men to the Department and giving
some general advice about school
wI rk, both scholastic and extra-
curricular. Refreshments conclu-
ded one of the most successful
parties ever held.
The new pledges are Steve Cau-
ley, Robert Shattuck, Lloyd Wat-
son, George Cavanaugh, Merle
Everett, Carl Price, Jr., John Hag-
er, NoLJIIrman Tucker, and Paul
Reedy. The pledge banquet is to
S. held in the near future. One
of the requirements for member-
ship in Alpha Chi Sigma is that
the student must have completed
a year and a half of college chem-
istry, so pledges are not eligible
for ation until their sopho-
more year. They have the privil-
ege of attending professional
meetings, however.
Initiation is scheduled for the
first week of March at which time
about nine men will become full-
fledged members.
Officers for the present semester
are J. D. McNair, M. A. ; Charles




























ing forth as the
prominent item




study and much of the well known
"night oil" is being burned as the
last stand of the first semester is
approaching.
Although finals and rush weeks
'if 11 II
are the most important of the
present activities we must not for-
get that there has been going on
much early work on the Rose
Show. This event IS. not occur
until the middle of April, but work
cannI t be put off. Exhibits must
I• outlined and checked over and
every man assigned to his par-
ticular position in the show. De-
partment groups must be organ-
ized and actual work on exhibits
should be and in some cases has
been started. The show personnel
must see to it that nothing is left
tS the last minute and that each
I. n knows just what he is to do.
Beta Upsilon is pleased to see that
among the student class chairmen
elected by the department groups
are Lee C. Kelsey, chairman of
the senior Architects, "Howdy"
White, senior Civil chairman, and
"Mick" Bradfield, chairman of
the junior Mechanical group.
Campus Activities
(Continued from page 16)
abilities. First, a dual debate with
DePauw is planned, in which the
negative team of Rose will contest
the DePauw team at Greencastle,
and in which the affirmative Rose
team will contest DePauw here.
This debate will have been held by
the time this article is in print.
Two debates which follow are
against Indiana State Teacher's
College and Evansville College.
The subject for these debates is :
Resolved, That the United States
Shall Recognize the Present Gov-
ernment of Russia. A debate
tournament is to be held at Man-
chester College on February 26
and 27 in which the Rose team will
compete. A debate is planned be-
tween Rose and Purdue, and is to
I e held before the A.
Indianapolis, but the date and sub-
ject have not been decided upon at
present.




developing 7,300 H. P.,
has recently been instal-
led at Langerbrugge, Ger-
many, the design being based on
experiences with plants installed
at Rugby, England and at Siemen-
stadt, Germany.
Steam is generated at 3220 lb.
per sq. in. absolute and at 705 deg.
F. at the rating of 220,400 lb. an
hour with continuous load and
supplied to the high pressure tur-
bine through a reducing valve at
2845 lb. and 842 deg. F. There it
expands to 853 lb. and 617 deg. F.,
after which it returns to the boiler
for reheating to 842 deg. and 796
lb. and reaches the low pressure
turbine at 711 lb. pressure.
In steam generation, distilled
water, heated to 365 deg. F. by
bled steam is pumped, under 3556
lb. pressure, to an economizer
from which it passes to the evap-
orating section and the super-
heater section. Heating surface
is arranged about a square furn-
ace, with two economizers and re-
heaters outside, on opposite sides.
The furnace walls have 5404 sq.
ft. of surface, economizers 9392
sq. ft. and the reheaters 6813 sq.
ft. Air is preheated to 752 deg.
F. in an air-heater of 23,682 sq.
ft. surface, air circulation being
forced through the hollow walls
and the air heater by two fans.
Feedwater is handled by a 19-
stage centrifugal pump which re-
quires 2320 H. P. to drive it at full
capacity. Water enters the suc-
Research and
Progress
Lee C. Kelsey, Jr. m. '32
tion at 95 deg. F. under 161/2 ft.
head, is passed at 850 to 925 lb.
pressure through feedwater heat-
ers between stages and delivered
to the economizers at 365 deg. F.
under 3556 lb. pressure. A spare
pump unit of the same capacity
and arrangement is provided. The
drive is by reduction gearing from
a 4,000 kw. turbine unit with a
synchronous motor connected,
which can act as a generator to
deliver power when the turbine is
operating at full capacity, or can
assist in driving the pump when
the turbine is delivering less pow-
er than that needed to drive the
pump. Also a 1,500 kw. turbine
unit for 711-lb. steam pressure
may be used instead of the motor
for helping out the high pressure
turbine, as the power from that
turbine at low boiler loads is in-
sufficient to drive the pump and
the deficiency must be made up
from the 25,000 kw. low pressure
unit, which utilizes the exhaust
from the high pressure unit, or
from the auxiliary turbine. If
neither motor nor auxiliary tur-
bine unit is available, a bypass on
the 4,000 kw. unit enables it to
develop power to drive the pump.
Thermal efficiency is expected
of 87 per cent for the boiler, which
occupies a rectangular space in
the open 49 ft. 3 in. by 39 ft. 8 in.
and 106 ft. 6 in. high. Above this
is a stack 41 ft. high making the
total height of the unit 147 ft. 6
in. Eight down-shoot burners for
pulverized coal or coke are used,
with two burners each for coal
and gas to give ignition when
starting the unit.
Stream Acidity
(Continued from page 11)
sampling points common to both
1927 and 1930, although in the
former year many more samples
had been taken than are shown
here. There is nothing of parti-
(Continued on page 25)
Table 4.—Water samples from Daguscahonda Run, Elk County, Pa.








1. Josephson mine drainage 1927 560 58 75
do. 1930 544 380 40
2. 1 Below 1,300 yards 1927 360 73 360
do. 1930 323 172 18)
3. Stream from right 1927 2 16 alk. 4
do. 1930 3 2 alk. Barley
flow-
ing
4. Above Beaver Run 1927 74 30 460
do. 1930 20 8 225
5. Beaver Run 1927 27 6 15
do. 1930 13 8 Barley
6. 1.5 miles at pipeline 1927 flow-
ing
28 9 480
do. 1930 10 5 320
7. Bridge on state road 1927 10 0 540
, do. 1930 8 3 340
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Keeping ahead
of the second hand
To keep telephone service in step with the
swift pace of American life, Bell System men
tackle many an absorbing problem, find many
an ingenious solution.
For instance, they decided that pre-
cious seconds could be saved by a change in
long-established operating routine. The
operator used to repeat the number called
by the subscriber — now she indicates that
she understands by saying, "Thank you."
To appreciate the importance of the
second thus saved, just multiply it by the
40,000,000 conversations handled by oper -
ators on the average day.
In the telephone business, major improve-
ments that save the subscriber's time and
give him better service often result from just
such apparently minor changes.
BELL SYSTEM
A NATION -WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES



















(Continued from page 7)
based on scientific principles. The
great need for improvement was
a general standardization not only
in mechanism, but also founda-
tions and weighbridges.
Standards Adopted
A committee was formed con-
sisting of representatives from
the American Railroad Associa-
tion, the American Railway En-
gineering Association, the Rail-
road and Warehouse Commission
of Minnesota, the National Scale
Mens' Association, the Scale
Manufacturers' Association and
the Bureau of Standards. Their
efforts resulted in the promulga-
tion of specifications by the A. R.
E. A. and the publication Circular
No. 83 by the Bureau of Standards
which were nearly identical and
virtually excluded the older types
of rigid bearing and light capacity
scales. They set forth two classes
of four section scales that would
be acceptable as standard. These
were heavy duty scales of 75 and
100 tons sectional capacity, and
light duty scales of 60 and 75 tons
sectional capacity. Circular 83
covers all phases of design and
construction of scale parts and
gives the proper deck beam and
weighbridge girders for various
wheel loadings and length of
weighrails. These specifications
are in force today covering four
section scales with dead rails.
However, in weighing, consider-
able delay is caused in stopping to
throw switches and frequently
having to back up to get on the
dead rails. Track crews are in-
structed to keep locomotives off
the scale rails, but this is often dis-
regarded, thus subjecting the
scale to unnecessary shock and
overloading.
SimpliFiecl Design
In order to improve these weigh-
ing conditions, the two section
knife-edge scale was developed
about seven years ago having sec-
tional capacities of 150 and 200
tons per section. This was the re-
sult of efforts to reduce the main-
tenance cost and switching opera-
tions incidental to the handling of
cars in both hump and flat yards.
The modern trend of the times is
toward heavier and simpler forms
of weighing machinery. The nat-
ural consequence is that weighing
performance in the transportation
industry has been greatly im-
proved. The development of two
section track scales has not only
simplified the actual weighing op-
erations but also produced a more
accurate scale. With the heavier
sectional capacities, no dead rails
are required thus permitting the
heaviest locomotives to pass di-
rectly over the live rails without
injury to scale parts. In the two
section scale, fewer working parts
are required, thereby reducing
friction to a minimum. A four
section scale is made up of four-
teen levers having forty-four piv-
ots, whereas a two section scale
has seven levers with 21 pivots,
exclusive of the weighbeam in
each case. The reduction of fric-
tion between pivots and bearings
has been proved by the added sen-
sitivity and accuracy. Specifica-
tions for two section scales were
issued in 1927, by the Bureau of
Standards in Circular No. 333,
covering two general classes of
service. Scales of 150 tons per
section with weighrails of 50 and
60 feet are to be selected for points
where traffic is relatively light and
are not recommended for motion
weighing. Scales of 200 tons sec-
tional capacity with weighrails of
60 and 75 feet are to be used for
typical railway and heavy indus-
trial installations. Sixty foot
scales are used for motion weigh-
ing of cars whose wheel base does
not exceed 14 feet and 75 foot
weighrails for a wheelbase not ex-
ceeding 51 feet.
The weighbridge in a two sec-
tion scale is of the plate girder,
fish-belly type having an allowable
overhang of three foot at either
end. Thus, for a 60 foot weighrail
the minimum span or center to
center of sections would be 54 foot.
The design must conform to the A.
R. E. A. specifications for steel
railway bridge with theoretical
loading of Cooper's E-70 for 200
tons per section and Cooper's E-60
for 15 tons per section—Also a
dead load of 1500 and 1100 lbs. per
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lineal foot of track is added for
200 and 150 tons sectional capacity
respectively.
In the two section type no
middle extension levers are re-
quired, the end levers extending
to the center. With a down pull
at this point the transverse lever
becomes a second class lever which
passes through a large clearance
hole cut through the plate girder
web. Another web plate is added
around this hole as it usually
comes near the upper flange
angles.
Since Circular No. 333 was is-
sued, a large number of two sec-
tion scales have been installed
throughout the country and they
appear to have met a popular de-
mand and are giving good satis-
faction. The complete cost of a
two section installation is con-
siderably higher than for a four
section of equivalent weighing ca-
pacity, due largely to the increase
in weight of the single span weigh-
bridge. These higher initial costs,
however, are offset by savings in
operation and it is now considered
that a two section scale without
dead rails is by far the better in-
vestment.
High Capacity Scales
With the advent of the large
mixer cars which have recently
been introduced into steel mills, a
demand has arisen for a two sec-
tion track scale having a capacity
of 250 tons per section. With a
bearing pressure of 6000 lbs. per
linear inch, 42 inch knife edges are
required for the load pivots in the
main levers. This is longer than
the lever itself. Two scales of this
capacity have been built and are
in successful operation. They are
equipped with type registering
weighbeams graduated to 800,000
by 20 lbs.
For this same class of service
special four section scales have
been built having 200 tons sec-
tional capacity and ranging in
length from 39 foot to 110 foot
weighrails for gradually applying
the load to the scale, they are pro-
vided at either end with a flexible
approach consisting of a five foot
length of track supported directly
on I beams, one end of which is
supported on the end foundation
wall and the other end on the
weigh-bridge. This is very effec-
tive in eliminating wear between
pivots and bearings in scales used
for this service.
High Speed Weighing
In certain installations refine-
ments have been added that were
not considered necessary a few
years ago. Electric lights in the
pit greatly facilitate inspection
and are not unusual on a few lines.
Sometimes an auxiliary pit open-
ing is provided to one side and at
the end for removing parts for re-
pair without removing any part
of the deck or weighbridge. In
certain localities steam heat is
of ten provided to prevent frost or
moisture from collecting. At
some points manually operated
weighbeams are too slow, so auto-
matic weighing and recording de-
vices are attached. This is an
auxiliary device attached to the
beam tip and is generally used
where the scale is on a grade with
cars being weighed in motion. A
minimum of four seconds is re-
quired for the entire car to be
alone on the weighrails, although
the device operates in less than
three and one-half seconds. Four-
teen hundred cars in an eight hour
shift is not unusual for this meth-
od of weighing. There are certain
practical limits as to speed of
weighing and the capacity of
scales, and with no contemplated
increase in weight of rolling stock,
it is expected that the present
length and capacity of commercial
track scales will remain standard
for several years.
Floating Power
(Continued from page 8)
of the old steamer was used to
house one of the most complete
and efficient power plants in ex-
istence today. Two 10,000 K. W.
turbine generators were installed.
These turbines are fed by four
Scotch marine type boilers equip-
ped with superheaters. These
boilers deliver 280,000 pounds of
steam per hour at 425 lb. pressure
and 250° F. superheat.
The turbines were designed and
built to operate at 3600 R. P. M.,
with the superheat exhausting
into a surface condenser with one
inch back pressure. With these
conditions, steam consumption of
the turbines is about 0.94 lbs. per
kilowatt hour at full load. These
turbines are directly connected to
generators which have a closed
system of ventilation. Cooling
water for the air coolers and lubri-
cating oil coolers is supplied by
the main circulating water pump.
Most of the auxiliaries are mo-
tor driven but there are enough
steam driven units to enable the
station to start up if there should
be a break in the transmission
lines and it should become neces-
sary to start the plant without as-
sistance from the shore current.
Novel Transmission
System
The method of making electrical
connections to the shore was a
problem involving considerable
study. The arrangement finally
decided upon consisted of a steel
tower on the dock and one on the
port side of the ship. Of course
in the case of an emergency call
to another town than that where
the ship is located and will not
necessitate the erecting of a steel
tower on the shore. A pole or two
ashore will serve the purpose sat-
isfactorily. The connecting tower
on the ship is built on the main
deck about in line with the switch-
board room, and an arrangement
is included whereby this tower can
be transferred to the opposite side
if necessary. The leads, from the
two three phase generators, are
of heavily armored and insulated
cable. These are run up the towers
and over a barrel cross arm struc-
ture to the dock tower.
A considerable amount of slack
must be left in the cable between
these towers to compensate for
the rise and fall of the tide which
normally is about 10 feet, but at
times of severe storm may go as
high as 18 feet.
The world's first floating power
plant has no propelling equipment.
It is necessary to tow it from place
to place as the occasion demands,
and water, oil and electrical con-
nections made to existing facilities
ashore.




UE to the sharpshooting of
Loge, who found the buck-
et five times in the first
half Rose went down to de-
feat in their first home game of
the 1932 season. During the first
half Rose was held by the Oaks'
tight defense and the half ended
13 to 7.
The second half was a draw as
far as the score was concerned but
the men of Rose out-played the
Oaks in every department of the
game. The only reason that the
Oaks finished ahead in the fray
was the fact that every time they
took a shot at the bucket, it slipped
through with a zip. Griffith, Rose
guard, was the big factor that
kept the score down. He was in
every part of the fray, doing his
best to hold the Oaks' long range
guns under cover.
Sawyers, Griffith, and the two
Richardson boys played best for
the Engineers. Loge, Hollen, and
Hutchinson played the best game
for the Oaks.
Lineup and summary :
Oakland City-22 F.G. F.T. P.F.
Chappel, f 1 2 0
Loge, f 5 0 1
Kilpatrick, f 0 0 2
Daubenspeck, c 0 0 2
Hollen, c 0 2 1
Hutchinson, g 1 0 1
Connor, g 1 0 1
Kolb, g 0 2 0
— — —
Totals 8 6 9
Rose Poly-15 F.G. F.T. P.F.
F. Richardson, f 1 1 2
H. Richardson, f 0 0 0
Ervin, f 1 0 0
Batman, f 0 0 1
Price, f 0 0 0
Morrison, c 0 0 1
Merriman, c 0 0 1
Sawyers, g 2 3 3
Griffith, g 1 1 2
— — —




P. Arvard Smith, Jr., ch., '32
Earlham Rallies to
Beat Rose 31-18
The fighting Engineers failed
to halt Earlham in the second half
and fell to the score of 31 to 18.
During the first half Rose battled
the Quakers on almost even terms,
the score at the end of that period
being 13 to 10, Earlham.
At the start of the second half,
the Rose defense weakened to al-
low the Quakers to gain a great
lead, which was sufficient to carry
them thru the rest of the game.
Maze, Earlham's six foot six
inch center was the leading scorer
for Earlham with four field goals
and three free throws. Shamel
and Johnson, both forwards, were
the other outstanding cagers for
the winners.
Morrison led the Rose attack
while he was in the fray, but
Sawyers, with two field goals and
two charity tosses, was the lead-
ing scorer, H. and F. Richardson
also turned in good performances.
Cromwell, playing his first varsity
game, was the real find of the eve-
ning. Although he did not score,
his defensive work was very good.
Earlham was behind the great-
er part of the first but their second
half spurt put them into a lead
which was too much for the fight-
ing Engineers. Lineup and sum-
mary:
Rose Poly-18 F.G. F.T. T.P.
H. Richardson, f 1 1 3
F. Richardson, f 2 1 5
Morrison, c 1 0 2
Sawyers, g 2 2 6
Cromwell, g 0 0 0
Batman, f 0 0 0
Price, f 0 1 1
Plimmer, c 0 1 1
Griffith, g 0 0 0
Pratt, g 0 0 0
_
Totals 6 6 18
Earlham-31 F.G. F.T. T.P.
Shamel, f  3 2 8
Johnson, f  3 1 7
Maze, c 4 3 11
Stonerack, g 1 1 3
Caldwell, g 0 0 0
Perkins, c 1 0 2
— — —
Totals 12 7 31
Referee — Middlesworth. Umpire,
Jones.
Half time score-13-10 Earlham.
Normal Defeats Rose
The Sycamores defeated the
Fighting Engineers by gaining a
big lead in the first half that was
impossible to overcome.
The game was fast and hard
fought by both teams, fouls were
numerous, three Normal players
and two Rose players were put out
on this account. Rose could not
find the bucket during the first
half and the score at the end of
this period was 23 to 5.
Lineup and summary:
Normal-37 F.G. F.T. P.F.
McCallum, f 4 0 1
Spence, f 0 0 1
Blubaum, f 2 3 4
Pierson, f 0 2 0
Chestnut, f 4 3 4
Turpin, c 1 0 0
Dowden, c 2 0 1
Sterling, g 0 0 0
Osborn, g 1 1 4
Booty, g 0 0 2
Untilis, g 0 0 2
— _
Totals 14 9 17
Rose Poly-23 F.G. F.T. P.F.
H. Richardson, f 1 1 1
F. Richardson, f 2 5 1
Batman, f 0 0 0
Ervin, f 1 0 0
Price, f 0 1 0
Morrison, c 0 0 2
Plimmer, c 0 0 1
Cromwell, g 0 0 4
Griffith, g 1 2 4
Sawyers, g 1 2 3
— — —




The second half was a
for the Rose team, out
victory
scoring
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Normal 17 to 14. The Engineers
fought the tall Sycamores to a
stand still and preceeded to cut
down the big lead that Normal
had accumulated during the first
half. Score 37 to 23 Normal.
The whole Rose squad fought
and played their best during the
last half and none were outstand-
ing. F. Richardson led the scor-
ing for Rose with two field goals
and seven free throws.
The Normal team played well
during the first half but the su-
perior condition of the Fighting
Engineers came to the front in -an
second half. McCallum and Chest-




The Dormitory Demons, coach-
ed by Fisher former Rose flash,
defeated the Lamb Manufactur-
ing Company to the tune of 26 to
21. The game was fast as both
teams found the basket by using
well drilled plays. The dormitory
team has men of varsity calibre
but due to various reasons are not
out for the team this year. Fisher,
De Witt, and Butler played a great
game for them.
Alexander, former Rose cap-
tain, and Biel played well for the
losers, making 4 and 5 baskets
respectively.
Lineup and summary:
Demons-26 F.G. F.T. 1'.F.
Colburn, f 0 1 0
Kocker, f 0 0 0
Finch, f 0 0 0
Nix, f 2 0 1
Butler, c 2 0 3
Fisher, g 3 3 1
DeWitt, g 3 2 0
Totals 10 6 5
— — —
Lamb Mfg. Co.-21 F.G. F.T. P.F.
Alexander, f 4 0 0
Biel, f _ 5 0 4
McPeak, c _ 0 0 2
Storer, g _ 0 0 1
Kruyan, g 1 1 2
Totals 10 1 9




For the first time this year the
Dormitory team went down to de-
feat at the Rose gym, leading all
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Exams Over
Alter MATH
Richard K. Toner, '34
A city girl was visiting in the
country and she became friendly
with a young farmer. One eve-
ning as they were strolling in the
fields they happened across a cow
and a calf rubbing noses in the ac-
cepted fashion.
"Ah," said the young farmer,
"that makes me want to do the
same thing."
"Well, go ahead," said the girl,
encouragingly, "it's your cow."
—Nebraska Blue Print.
Epitaph—Here Lies an Atheist;
All Dressed Up and No Place to
Go.—Pennsylvania Triangle.
Doctor Sousley : "As we have a
few minutes left, I should like to
have someone ask me a question
that is bothering him."
Zwerner : "What time is it,
please."
They were strolling by the sea.
He was her ideal. In a moment
of poetic frenzy he exclaimed,
"Roll on, thou deep and mighty
ocean, roll on !" 'Oh, Kenny, look,"
she said, "it's doing it."
Doc White—"Wake that fellow
next to you, will you ?"
Freshman—"Aw, do it your-
self, you put him to sleep."
A car makes a left turn at 7th
and Wabash. Officer Rickelman
approaches driver, and in the ac-
cepted cop fashion says, "Who in
hell do you think you are? Where
are you from, anyway?" Where-
upon the driver answered, "Pitts-
burg." At this the pride of Terre
Haute snorted and said, "Well,
then why have you got Pennsyl-





He (disgustedly) : I think I've
got a flat tire?
She: Oh gimme a chance, we're
not a block from home yet.
"Where was the wedding to-
night ?"
"Ha! Ha! The joke is on you.
That old man with the gun was
going duck huning."—Lampoon
It may be only a coincidence, but
in Gregg Shorthand the word "suc-
cess" is written "suk".
He—"Oh, pardon me! Isn't this
the men's dorm "
She (frantically ) —"No, and
don't you dare come near room 2,
third room on the left in the north
corridor." —Lampoon.
He was only an architect in-
structor, but he knew his drawers.
Sherlock Holmes: Ah, Watson,
I see you have put on your winter
underwear.
Watson: Marvelous, Holmes,
marvelous. How did you ever de-
duce that?
Sherlock: Well, you have for-
gotten to put on your trousers.
Beach censor: "My dear young
lady, I don't like to trouble you,
but I object to your bathing suit."
College girl: "I know. You men
are all alike, but they wouldn't let
me bathe without it."
—Temple Owl
"What was that you said,
Henry?" she asked as she loosen-
ed her shoulder straps.
"Say it again, Dear— She let
her dress slide to the floor.
"I can hardly believe it !" She
stepped out of her shoes, drew up
a chair, and slowly pulled off her
stocking.—A long pause.—She
listened, tremorously excited.
"Promise me you won't tell a
soul—." Her ethereal silk under-
things slipped down and fell in a
little pool of ruffles at her feet.
"All right, Henry—goodbye."
She hung up the receiver.—Sniper
Artist: "May I paint you in the
nude,"
Model: "Gracious, no! I ex-
pect you to wear something !"
—Rice Owl
Prof: "Now, mon, I don't mind
you looking at your watches, but
please be courteous enough not to
hold them up to your ears as if
they had stopped running."
ggierator
The teacher was explaining to
a class of small children the mean-
ing of the word collision. "A col-
lision," she said, "is when two
things come together unexpected-
ly. Now can anyone give me an
example of a collision?" "Twins,"
said the class idiot.
—Worthington News
"Mamma, where doth elephants
come from? And don't try to stall
me off wiv that gag about the
stork." —Jack O'Lantern.
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Stream Acidity
(Continued from page 18)
cular interest in the table except
to note consistently decreasing
acidity with increasing volume
shown by samples 3 to 6 inclusive.
practically the same in ingn
Free acidity was zero in 1927 and
practically the same in 1930. Al-
though greatly reduced in volume,
therefore, the stream can be said
to show no difference in acidity as
between 1927 and 1930.
West Creek
West Creek heads in Benzinger
Township in eastern Elk County
and flows northeast into Cameron
County for a distance of 19 miles
into Sinnemahoning Creek at Em-
porium. The drainage basin is
58.3 square miles in eastern Elk
and Western Cameron Counties,
and topography is rough and hilly
with narrow valleys flanked by
steep, partly wooded hills. The
channel is sinuous through shale
and sandstone formations. The
mean annual rainfall is 40 to 45 in-
ches.
The stream was first sampled
in 1927 to determine the extent of
I ollution due to entry of drain-
age from several very old abandon-
ed mines at the extreme headwat-
ers and several others at various
points as shown on Table 5. At
that time the usual low water con-
ditions were said to prevail in Aug-
ust and September and it will be
seen from sample 2 that, although
the volume of the headwaters was
higher in 1930 than 1927, it quick-
ly fell below the 1927 figure after
sample 5 and 
•
at 2 miles below
sample 12 the stream was com-
pletely dry in 1930. In 1927 there
was a volume in excess of 3,000
1 
gallons per minute at this point.
III 
r
For some distance above the disap-
pearance of water in 1930 the
P volume had been checked
at several points and found to be
I. tween 200 and 300 gallons per
minute in each case. The water, in
that amount, simply sinks out of
sight in a gravel and boulder
strewn bed part of it reappears at
various points in the last 4 miles
of flow. Apparent discrepancies
in volume measurements, especial-
ly on small streams during stages
(Continued on page 26)
Sports
(Continued from page 23 )
the way but weakening in the last
few minutes to lose by the score
of 29 to 24. The Dorm team was
weakened by the loss of severa;
men through injury.
DeWitt and Kocher played the
best for the Demons while Mick-
lozk and Zigler played the best for
the former stars of Wiley.








Butler, c 1 5 3
Kocker, g _3 2
De Witt, g _ 3 4
Cauley, f 0 1
Totals 9 6 11
Wiley Stars--29 F.G.P.F.
Dolen, f 3 1 2
Zigler, f _ 4 0 1
Micklozk, c 5 2 3
Henderson, g 0 0 0
Lewis, g 1 0 0
Totals ___13 3 6
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of low water have been noted re-
peatedly in previous work by the
writer and there is an explanation
of these in the work on West
Creek. It seems quite obvious that
water can be, and most likely is,
changed in volume at different
points on other streams by this
sinking or rising that has been ob-
served on West Creek, especially
in dry seasons. This is a fact not
infrequently seen elsewhere, 5 ac-
cording to private information to
the writer.
Summary
1. Five streams containing
mine drainage have been sampled
Table 5.—Water samples from West Creek, Elk County, Pa.








1. Farm near headwaters 1927 74 28
,
do. 1930 83 33 Flowing2. Benzinger above mine drainage 1927 37 9 230
do. 1930 35 15 4503. Benzinger mine drainage 1927 1309 185 30
do. 1930 1400 658 154. Benzinger below mine drainage 1927 165 19
do. 1930 162 665. 1.5 miles Bear Run 1927 alk. 13 alk. 434do. 1930 alk. 14 alk. 4506. 0.4 mile South Fork 1927 12 7 alk. 540do. 1930 10 lcid 907. Just below 6 1927 12 7 alk. 1520do. 1930 30 138. 1.2 miles North Fork 1927 alk. 15 alk. 608do. 1930 20 20 alk. 459. 1.5 miles 1927 1 9 alk. 2530do. 1930 5 5 alk.10. 2.3 miles 1927 0 11 alk. _do. 1930 5 5 alk. 22511. 1.7 miles Rathbun 1927 2 7 alk. _do. 1930 5 2 alk. 30012. 2.5 miles below 1927
do. 1930 5 3 alk. 300
at a period of unusually low water
and compared with samples taken
at the same points during normal
low water periods.
2. All streams had greatly re-
duced volume. Two showed prac-
tically no change in acidity; two
others an increase in acidity—one
of several hundred per cent
the other about 65 per cent at the
mouth. One showed a decrease in
acidity, due to an observed de-
crease in the amount of mine
drainage entering it.
3. To support suggestions pre-
viously made in other reports,
there has been no conclusive evi-
dence that extreme low water
stages always result in greatly in-
creased acidity.
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PEED with safety and dependa-
bility is the essence of airplane
service. To-day's ship is safer in fog
and darkness. Its -eyes- are in its instruments,
and the equipment of a new monoplane recently
purchased by General Electric is unique in
that the instrument panel is almost completely
electrified.
The ship is equipped with many electric devices:
automatic steering, radio apparatus for com-
munication and contact with directional radio
range beacons, and a sonic altimeter to give
accurate indication of height above the ground,
regardless of visibility. The 300-horsepower
engine is equipped with a G-E supercharger.
Other General Electric apparatus on the ship
GENERAL
SALES
includes an electric engine-temperature indicator
and a selector switch, a magneto compass, a card
compass, a drift indicator, a turn indicator, a
tachometer, an oil-temperature indicator, an oil-
pressure indicator, a voltammeter, control pulleys,
landing lights, and an oil immersion heater.
These developments in air transportation were
largely the accomplishments of college-trained
engineers who received preliminary experience
in the Company's Testing Department. Hundreds
of college graduates join the ranks through this
department, which trains them for electrical
leadership on land, on sea, and in the air.
95-925DH
ELECTRIC
AND ENGINEERING SERVICE IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
